ELECRAMA 2020

The Embassy of the Republic of India to the Russian Federation has the honour to inform about the upcoming ELECRAMA 2020 exhibition from 18th to 22nd January 2020 at India Expo Mart, Greater Noida, NCR Delhi.

The event is organized by Indian Electrical & Electronics Manufacturers’ Association (IEEMA), the apex industry association of manufacturers of electrical, industrial electronics and allied equipment in India. IEEMA has around 800 member organizations encompassing the complete value chain in power generation, transmission and distribution equipment. IEEMA members represent a combined annual turnover in excess of US$ 42 billion and have contributed to more than 95% of the power equipment installed in India.

ELECRAMA 2020 will feature a comprehensive suite of co-located and concurrent events that will cover crucial aspects of the electricity. The event will take spread over 110,000 sq.m. and gather over 1250 exhibitors including 450 foreign exhibitors. Over 300 000 visitors from 50 countries are expected.

The stakeholders, at the event, apart from the Electrical Industry fraternity would be officers of the exhibiting companies; electrical industry associations; coordinators of country pavilions of participating countries – all potential investors; collaborators and partners for Indian industry.

Representatives of Utilities/ Ministries/ Consultants/ EPC Contractors/ Projects Facilitators are invited for participation and visiting the event.

The interested companies and organizations may learn more details at https://elecrama.com/. The Embassy may also be contacted over the phone 495 783 75 35 ext.363.

Please find below the links for ELECRAMA presentations and video

Opportunities in Indian Power Sector

ELECRAMA – 2018 (3 Minutes Russian Video)

ELECRAMA – 2020 (Presentation – Russian)